Classification Summary
Applies paint, varnish and other protective coatings to District buildings, equipment and furniture.

Supervisory Relationships
Reports to the Painting Supervisor. Leads painting crews when assigned Paint Project Coordinator.

Examples of Duties
1. Perform maintenance painting to District walls, woodwork, gratings, handrails, parking lot and playground stripes, and chalkboard lines. Refinish varnished doors, bleachers and cabinets. Hang vinyl or wallpaper.
2. Prepare room for painting. Remove blinds, shades, and switch plates; move furniture, mask lighting fixtures or areas not to be painted; dust off dirt and cobwebs; lay down drop sheets to cover floors.
3. Prepare surfaces for painting; remove wax from woodwork; caulk or putty holes and cracks; sand rough areas; wash metal surfaces with phosphoric acid. Paint ceilings and apply paint primer.
4. Match samples of paint from adjoining areas. Apply finish paint using airless spray, brushes and rollers as appropriate. Remove drop cloths, replace switchplates and fixtures, remove tape and return furniture to place.
5. Clean, maintain and secure painting equipment and working areas after use.
6. Perform related work as required.

When assigned Paint Project Coordinator:
1. Assign and direct the work of other painters on-site. Coordinate sequences of work in buildings.
2. Complete project work sheets and other related paper work (e.g. work orders).
3. Evaluate project team performance against project goals for completion and quality.
4. Complete employee performance appraisal tasks as assigned.
5. Estimate, order, pick up and deliver project materials, supplies, and equipment as needed.
6. Monitor work site to insure that appropriate safety practices are followed.
7. Insure that equipment is maintained.

Required Knowledge, Skills And Abilities
1. Comprehensive knowledge of the methods and techniques of surface preparation and paint application.
   Knowledge of the characteristics of different types of paints and protective coverings.
2. Ability to operate power and hand tools such as airless sprayer, pressure washer, drills, and sanders.
3. Ability to erect and disassemble scaffolding.
4. Knowledge of safety practices relating to the painting trade.
5. General knowledge of plastering and paperhanging techniques.

When assigned Paint Project Coordinator:
1. Ability to prioritize work assignments according to the nature and urgency of the project.
2. Ability to schedule and organize the work of painting crews.

Minimum Qualifications for Class Entry
1. Experience equivalent to a journey level painter.
2. Possession of a valid State of Oregon driver's license.
Work Environment
Incumbents perform painting tasks in assigned District buildings. Incumbents may be exposed to paint fumes and inclement weather; may work in tiring or awkward positions. Evening shifts may be assigned.